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German Lesson: LinguaTV publishes new teaching material for
Trainers of German as a Foreign Language
Teaching Material for German as a Foreign Language for all levels: A1-C1
Berlin - More than 100 pages of new teaching material for your German class: The
Berlin-based E-Learning specialists at LinguaTV (www.linguatv.com) have expanded
their range of teaching material for language trainers.
In order to consolidate the success of the learning process, more and more language
schools integrate web based applications into their live classes, better known as
Blended Learning. Increasingly popular at universities and language schools is the use
of the online platform LinguaTV: The video-based online courses combine authentic,
relevant dialogues by native speakers with interactive exercises and games, which are
available to learners 24/7.
"Our team of foreign language trainers has created new
material for live German classes. For the levels A1, A2, B1,
B2 and C1 new vocabulary cards, gap-filling exercises, as
well as reading exercises have been created, all of which are
linked to a respective video unit on the platform," says Philip
Gienandt, CEO at LinguaTV GmbH. Language trainers can
download the material directly from the company's webpage.
In the multimedia German courses as well as the new
teaching material, the focus is predominantly on vocabulary
which is relevant to practical situations. This is why the
teaching material on offer prepares learners for their doctor's
appointment (level A1-A2), for example, or idioms of the
German language (level B2-C1). Moreover, there is another focus on regional and
cultural studies through the presentation of various cities in the German-speaking
region, literary texts in the form of audio books, as well historical events with the help
of contemporary witnesses.
The download material for language trainers is ready to be printed and can be used as
a mastercopy - this way you can take it directly to your language class.
You can find more information here: www.linguatv.com/af/daf-material
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About LinguaTV GmbH

The innovative language training platform www.linguatv.com offers professionally
produced training videos that show in authentic communication situations, how native
speakers use the respective foreign language in a context. Realistic dialogues provide
practice-relevant vocabulary, correct pronunciation and distinct cultural characteristics
of communication. The audio-visual learning material is complemented by an
extensive range of online learning tools, interactive exercises and games for learning
and individual learning reports and learning groups that allow for multimedia and
personalization of language learning.
The language training is geared to the requirements of an effective job training, and
has been optimized for use in businesses and educational institutions. The e-learning
program is highly modular and flexible and allows a modern language training
regardless of location and time. Online training is supplemented by language learning
apps for iPhone and iPad.
LinguaTV´s concept has received many international awards - among others the
Comenius EduMedia Seal and the ELTons International Award by the British Council.
Most recently LinguaTV.com was awarded the Innovation Prize-IT 2012 by the German
Initiative for Small and Medium Enterprises as the language training courses as well
as the best mobile application.
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